If ƒ is a differentiable map of smooth manifolds, the critical set 2(f) is not a manifold, in general. However, there is a canonical resolution of the singularities of 2(f) (for generic ƒ), due to I. Porteous [6] . This resolution can be used to give a geometric description of T. torn Dieck's Steenrod operations in unoriented cobordism [7] . This was suggested to me by Jack Morava, as a parallel to my discription of ordinary mod 2 Steenrod operations using branching cycles of maps of «-circuits [5].
1. Singularities of vector bundle maps. Let % n = (E --> X) and rf = (F -• X) be real vector bundles over the smooth manifold X (without boundary), and let g: E -• F be a vector bundle map. That is, g is smooth, and for each x E X y g sends the fiber E x to the fiber F x by a linear map g x . The critical set
be the projectification of £, i.e. the bundle whose fiber over x is the set of one-dimensional sub-
is a generic vector bundle map [4] over the d-manifold X, 2(g) is a (d -iymanifold, where i
This lemma is proved by considering the canonical bundle map G over Hom(£, T?). A vector bundle map g: £ -> r\ defines a section of Hom(£, 17) -• X, and 2(g) -• X is the pull-back of 2(G) -* Hom(£, 1?) by this section.
It follows from Quillen's geometric description of smooth unoriented cobordism theory N* [3] that this construction defines a natural transformation In other words, if a E N q (X), fl'(a) = Z^R^a). Since P'" -' = 0 for ƒ < i and R J (a) = 0 for ƒ > g, this sum is finite.
It follows that 0 corresponds to the "expanded square" operation in unoriented piecewise-linear cobordism [1] .
This theorem is a consequence of the observation that â / (£ w ) = fl'*(e' 2 + '~1)
for i > -n, where n: P(E) -* X is the projection and e is the cobordism Euler class of the (dual) canonical line bundle on P(E).
REMARK. Conner and Floyd's cobordism Stiefel-Whitney classes wjlX) (cf. 
